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The multidisciplinary research described here shows how archaeologists can help reconstruct past seismic
episodes and understand the subsequent relief operation, rehabilitation, and reconstruction processes. In
October 1522, a major earthquake and landslide struck the then capital of the Azores, Vila Franca do
Campo, 1500 km from the European mainland. Damage was extensive, destroying key monuments,
affecting most of the inhabited area, and leaving few survivors among the early colonists. The results
from twenty-six archaeological trenches, geological and geoarchaeological investigations, and documen-
tary analysis are reviewed here. Distinctive archaeological deposits are identified and explained, using
the high density of artefacts and the erosional contact between the landslide and the pre-1522 palaeosol
to reconstruct the episode in detail.
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INTRODUCTION
On 22 October 1522, a powerful earth-
quake (magnitude 5.7–6.7) struck the
island of São Miguel in the Azores archi-
pelago (Carmo et al., 2013). Intense
seismic shaking collapsed buildings over a
wide area and triggered a major landslide
in the hills above Vila Franca do Campo
(Figure 1), the earliest and most important
colonial settlement on the island. An esti-
mated 3000 to 5000 lives were lost when a
flow of mud and boulders swept through
the coastal settlement and out into the sea;
the event is still regarded as one of the
most damaging natural disasters in
European history.
Most of what is known about medieval
and early modern tectonic hazards and
secondary hazards like landslides has been
reported by historians and earth scientists
(for an overview, see Guidoboni &
Comastri, 2005; Ambraseys, 2009). Only
a few field investigations for this period
have had a specific archaeological focus
(e.g. earthquakes at Basel in Switzerland
in AD 1356: Fäh et al., 2009; Dyrrachium
in Albania in AD 1270: Santoro & Hoti,
2014; landslides at Onoldswil in
Switzerland in AD 1295: Akeret et al.,
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2018; volcanic eruptions and the AD 1343
Stromboli eruption: Rosi et al., 2019).
These projects typically reconstruct events
at a local or landscape scale and assess
their magnitude or intensity, documenting
loss of life and infrastructure, analysing
destruction deposits, and recording evi-
dence for both community preparedness
and disaster recovery. Even so, a detailed
understanding of impact on the ground
can be lacking (Ambraseys, 2006: 1009).
Vila Franca promised precisely dated
archaeological deposits from early in the
islands’ documented history, the Azores
being first claimed for Portugal in AD
1432, with permanent settlement taking
place only after 1449 (Connor et al., 2012;
Rull et al., 2017). In the context of a
Figure 1. Above: location of the Azores (red dot) and São Miguel Island on the triple junction
between the North American (NA), Eurasian (Eu) and Nubian (Nu) tectonic plates. Main structures:
Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR), Gloria Fault (GF), East Azores Fracture Zone (EAFZ) and Terceira
Rift (TR). Below: volcanic systems on São Miguel Island with the location of Vila Franca do Campo
and other places mentioned in the text. Figure by Melanie Froude and Alejandra Gutiérrez. Map
adapted from Madeira et al., 2015 and Trippanera et al., 2014. World topography from NASA,
2018, bathymetry from NOAA, 2018, elevation from ALOS, 2018.
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peripheral maritime community 1500 km
from the European mainland, the
responses and adaptions of colonists to
environmental hazards were also of great
interest (Gerrard & Petley, 2013; Forlin
& Gerrard, 2017). Major landslides affect
dense urban settings every few years
worldwide. For example, there were an
estimated 1765 casualties from the August
2010 Zhouqu landslide in Gansu in
China, while the August 2017 landslide in
Freetown, Sierra Leone, killed 1141
people, and two major landslides triggered
by an earthquake claimed 2100 lives in the
town of Beichuan in Sischuan province in
China in 2018 (Yin, 2009). The removal
of rubble, subsequent relief operations,
and rebuilding activities can impede any
understanding of the event and thus any
estimation of future risk. Reconstructing
what happened, even in modern settings,
is challenging given the low rates of
human survival and chaotic nature of the
phenomenon. One way forward is to
examine historic hazard events through
archaeological excavation and field obser-
vation. That is the approach adopted here.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The Azores lie at the intersection of three
major tectonic plates: the Eurasian plate
on the north side, the African plate to the
south and the North American plate to
the west, with the Azores Microplate
located at the junction (Figure 1). Marked
by the Mid-Atlantic Ridge to the north
and the Terceira Rift to the south, and the
presence of a volcanic ‘hotspot’ with out-
pourings of basaltic magmas, this dynamic
geological setting generates frequent vol-
canic eruptions and a high level of seismic
hazard (Weiß et al., 2015, 2016).
All nine islands of the Azores have
experienced destructive earthquakes (e.g.
Terceira in 1614 (Farrica, 1980; Moreira,
1991) and São Jorge in 1757 (Machado,
1970; Farrica, 1980). Secondary hazards
have proved especially damaging. At least
a dozen tsunami events have been
described over the last 500 years (Cabral,
2009), while on land the risk of landslides
is amplified by steep valleys, unstable
volcano-sedimentary rocks, and a wet
maritime climate (for recent landslides see
Marques, 2004; Marques et al., 2007).
Over the past 5000 years, the island of
São Miguel has experienced thirty erup-
tions at the Sete Cidades volcano, the
Fogo volcanic complex, the Furnas
volcano and along two basaltic fissure
systems (Figure 1). Early colonists
observed explosive activity and dome
growth at Furnas in 1439–1443 (Queiroz
et al., 1995), an event that is confirmed by
geological evidence (Guest et al., 1999). In
the centre of Ribeira Grande, the six-
teenth-century ‘Pico de Queimada’ foun-
tain was buried under lava flows during an
explosive eruption of sub-Plinian (i.e. with
volume in the range of 0.05–0.50 km3)
scale at Fogo in 1563 (Wallenstein et al.,
2015). There were further eruptions at
Furnas in 1630, when some 200 people
lost their lives in pyroclastic density flows
(Cole et al., 1995), and in 1652 along the
Picos Fissural Volcanic System (Ferreira
et al., 2015). Volcanic sediments provide
ample evidence for hazardous ashfall and
flows of lava and mud. The presence of
offshore collapse deposits (Weiß et al.,
2016) indicates a major sector collapse of
unknown age at Fogo to the south
(Sibrant et al., 2015), similar to that on
Mount St Helens (Washington, USA) in
1982.
HISTORICAL SOURCES AND PREVIOUS
FIELDWORK
The Azorean priest and historian Gaspar
Frutuoso (c.1522–1591) describes the
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1522 earthquake and landslide in his
account of the history and geography of
the islands, Saudades de Terra (Frutuoso,
1998; see Rodrigues, 1991). This descrip-
tion, written fifty years after the event, is
complemented by nine seasons of unpub-
lished excavations between 1967 and 1981
by Manuel de Sousa d’Oliveira (Bento,
1989). The bulk finds from these cam-
paigns, now in the Museum of Vila Franca,
were reviewed and catalogued for our
project; other materials are on display at the
Fundação Doutor Manuel de Sousa
d’Oliveira in Ponta Delgada. Unfortunately,
Oliveira’s excavation and recording methods
do not now permit these artefacts to be
linked to the stratigraphy. In addition, an
important collection of almost complete
pots was recovered in Vila Franca do
Campo during the construction of the
Centro Municipal de Formação e
Animação Cultural in 1991 (Martins, 1996;
Sousa, 2011: 84). These are said to belong
to 1522 layers, but stratigraphic details are
again absent, and the assemblage also
includes later Portuguese tin-glazed wares.
Among the finds is an intact rosette
window carved in stone (93 cm in diam-
eter), several stone grave markers and two
copper-alloy candle holders (one intact, 38
cm high), all of which plausibly date to the
sixteenth century.
More recently, Marques et al. (2009)
undertook the first detailed sedimentologi-
cal study of the 1522 landslide, establish-
ing its depositional process and estimating
its volume. In Vila Franca, the landslide
deposit was found to lie above an ashfall
deposit from Furnas C (c. AD 100) and
capped by a thin layer of remobilized
(reworked) material overlain by the AD
1630 ashfall deposit from the Furnas
volcano (see for instance the profile of
borehole VF45 on Figure 2). Without
this research, there would have been no
solid basis for further archaeological
investigation.
FIELDWORK IN 2015–2016
In 2015 and 2016, the EU-funded
ArMedEa project (Archaeology of
Medieval Earthquakes in Europe; Forlin
et al., 2015) undertook test excavations at
twenty-six locations across Vila Franca
(Figure 3). Two sections, one at the centre
of the landslide (Trench 4) and a second
at its margin (Hillside Exposure 27), were
sampled and recorded, including measure-
ments of clast fabric, grain size, and unit
thickness (online Supplementary Material
1). In Trench 4, a monolith sample
column was extracted, from which two
Figure 2. Stratigraphic profile from borehole
VF45 of the geological context for the 1522 land-
slide. (Redrawn by Melanie Froude and
Alejandra Gutiérrez from Marques et al., 2009).
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Figure 3. Above: location of excavation trenches and borehole investigations by Marques et al., 2009,
indicating landslide presence or absence. Below: detail of the town plan locating places mentioned in the
text and borehole VF45 (Figure 2). Figure by Melanie Froude and Alejandra Gutiérrez. Elevation
contours calculated from the ALOS, 2018 digital elevation model.
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micromorphology samples were removed
for further study (Supplementary Material
2). To recover charred plant remains,
charcoal, small bones, and finds, bulk soil
samples were taken from Trenches 18, 22,
25, and 26. Although only a tiny fraction
of the landslide area was sampled where
access was permitted, the main weakness
of machine trenching (a relatively poor
rate of finds recovery) was balanced by
sieving key contexts in the test pits
through a 1-cm mesh.
VILA FRANCA DO CAMPO BEFORE 22
OCTOBER 1522
A key topographic feature of Vila Franca
today is the Ribeira da Mãe de Água, a
steeply incised channel which runs down
to the sea (Figure 3). Frutuoso’s descrip-
tion implies that most of the inhabitants
lived to the east of this stream, two
important landmarks in the pre-disaster
townscape being the main church of São
Miguel Arcanjo, established in 1460—the
items recovered in 1991 during construc-
tion of the Municipal Centre being plaus-
ibly from there—and the Franciscan friary
at Terras do Engenho, located by Oliveira
to the north of the town (Oliveira, 2016;
Figure 3). Frutuoso also mentions bridges
across the Ribeira, together with ‘noble’
and ‘tall’ houses. The historic building
stock on the island suggests that these
were single-storey or two/three-storey
houses with load-bearing irregular ‘rubble’
stone masonry walls of basaltic and other
volcanic rocks, a half-basement, wooden
beams, planked floors, and a roof with
closed trusses, some clad with ceramic
tiles. Frutuoso provides an account of
three survivors, trapped beneath the land-
slide, probably in a basement, who shel-
tered for nine days beneath fallen house
beams. Among the finds from our excava-
tions were roofing tiles and substantial
architectural fragments (e.g. from context
22006; Figure 4).
Pre-1522 surfaces were recorded in only
five trenches (17, 18, 22, 25, and 26)
where sixteenth-century ceramics from
Portugal and Spain were recovered.
Among these were sherds of nine different
Valencian lustreware vessels, which can be
closely dated between 1450/80 and 1500/
30 (Gutiérrez, 2000: 38–39). The best-
preserved context was in Trench 22, where
the landslide had sealed two superimposed
floors (22009, 22011) and their interleav-
ing occupation layers (22010, 22012;
Figure 4). Most pre-1522 finds were not
found in situ and so cannot be linked to
specific households or buildings, but they
do show that non-perishable goods were
being shipped from the European main-
land in quantity. By contrast, environmen-
tal analysis underlines the wide range of
wild and newly introduced domestic
animals and crops which were available to
the islanders. These will be discussed in a
separate article.
Beneath these occupation layers,
micromorphological analysis in Trench 4
identified the lowermost part of the pre-
1522 topsoil (the upper part being trun-
cated) as a medium-brown silt-loam
(Figure 5; Supplementary Material 2).
This contained minute organic frag-
ments, plant phytoliths, and minute frag-
ments of charred wood and seeds. In
Trenches 18 and 22, this silt-loam
overlay an orange-brown ashy soil (at a
depth of 3.10 m from the ground surface
in Trench 22) on top of natural pumice
and ashfall, assumed to derive from the
Furnas C eruption of c. AD 100. At the
shoreline, basalt bedrock was recorded
directly beneath this pumice in Trench
24. In the adjacent Trench 25, Furnas C
pumice had been reworked and inter-
leaved with volcanic beach sands, prob-
ably by storm events that pre-dated 1522
(Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Above: Trench 22 section. Note that the thickness of the landslide is truncated here. Below:
the section recorded by photogrammetry. The dressed ashlar stone probably framed a window or door,
though better-quality buildings may have been faced. Figure by Alejandra Gutiérrez.
Photogrammetry by Paolo Forlin.
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THE EARTHQUAKE
According to Frutuoso, in the early
morning of 22 October 1522 everyone was
asleep when a ‘great and terrible earth-
quake’ struck at about 2 a.m. (Frutuoso,
1998: Chapter 70). The first tremor lasted
the combined duration of the recital of ‘a
Creed, Paternoster and a Hail Mary’, more
than one minute, and caused severe struc-
tural damage across Vila Franca. The main
church of São Miguel Arcanjo collapsed
and, as Oliveira discovered, the Franciscan
friary was destroyed (for locations, see
Figure 5. Trench 4 under excavation with stratigraphy showing micromorphology block (see
Supplementary Material 2) extracted at the interface between the 1522 landslide and underlying soils.
Figure by Melanie Froude and Alejandra Gutiérrez. Photograph reproduced by permission of
Paolo Forlin.
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Figure 3). Of the named buildings, only
the chapel of Santa Catarina, constructed
at the end of the fifteenth century,
remained standing. Later on 22 October,
four large aftershocks were felt at 2.10 a.m.,
3 a.m., 12 p.m. and 6 p.m., the 3 a.m.
event being the most intense.
The earthquake generated distinctive
structural deposits. In Trench 26, semi-
articulated stone rubble with attached and
disaggregated mortar (context 26017) was
identified as fallen and displaced walls. In
Trench 22, a compacted occupation
surface (context 22011), 30–40mm thick,
was cracked and vertically displaced by 20
mm (Figure 4). Destruction layers aside,
however, it is the artefact assemblage that
stands out. In all, eleven pre-1522 coins
were recovered from horizontal landslide-
sealed layers in Trenches 18 and 26. In
Trench 18, three coins (one of 1433–
1438, two dated 1438–1481), a short dis-
tance apart, may indicate a purse rather
than single coin losses. More fragile items
were also found, including twelve copper-
alloy lace tags (all in pre-1522 deposits),
forty-two dress pins (of which thirty-nine
were from pre-1522 deposits), and glass
vessel fragments.
While the eastern and western margins of
the island were subjected to severe shaking
(Intensity VIII), the centre of São Miguel
suffered most (Silveira et al., 2003).
Settlements at Ponta Garça, Maia, and
Porto Formoso were all badly affected (see
Figure 1 for locations) and a commemorative
plaque in the village of Água de Pau records
the collapse of the church there (founded
pre-1488, re-built from 1525); architectural
fragments rescued from the debris are dis-
played today on the exterior façade.
THE LANDSLIDE
Frutuoso recounts how the earthquake
‘broke away a great part of a hill at the
foot of the mountain, which is above the
town […] it swept everything before it,
like thunder’. This is a clear description of
a high-mobility landslide. When the land-
slide reached the waterline it ‘took posses-
sion of the sea and entered it’, generating
a tsunami-type wave that damaged boats
anchored about 700 m off the coast
(Andrade et al., 2006). Several survivors
were swept into the water clinging to
wooden planks and trees and even, in one
case, a bed. One ‘very large boulder
crossed the whole village from the hills to
the sea […] where it came to rest in the
old port […] entering the water for about
forty paces’ (all quotations from Frutuoso,
1998: Chapter 70).
Marques et al. (2009) identified a scar
in the Ribeira da Mãe de Água river valley
as one possible source of the landslide
(Figure 3) and we can assume that the
earthquake would have triggered multiple
landslides there (Keefer, 1984). Frutuoso
describes the land ‘running’ downslope in
many places, indicating that simultaneous
co-seismic slope failures coalesced in the
Ribeira channel into a single flow.
Inspection of the 5 m resolution digital
terrain model (based on the 1:25000 scale
topographic map by the Azores’
Topography, Design and Cartography
Division of the Regional Service for
Housing and Equipment, DTDC-SRHE)
in conjunction with Google Earth
imagery, shows a distinctive concave slope
approximately 500 m in length with a
semi-circular steep back scarp, which is
likely to be a landslide scar. The compos-
ition of the landslide deposit is consistent
with deposits of the Fogo A Plinian erup-
tion (i.e. an eruption that generated
columns of volcanic debris and hot gases)
(Marques et al., 2009), which are esti-
mated to be 5–10m thick at this location
(Walker & Croasdale, 1971).
Marques et al. (2009) calculated that
the landslide volume (including the
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coincident flow at Ribeira Seca) was
6.75 × 106 m3. This is consistent with
Frutuoso’s description of a landslide
‘flooding [the town] and covering it with
earth, mud, and some large boulders from
the northern side, completely sealing it’.
The narrative suggests a ‘flow-type’ land-
slide concurrent with the earthquake,
something which is commonly reported
(Keefer, 1984, for example). The landslide
scar lies on the edge of the Pleistocene
Pico do Vento dome, formed from trach-
yte, an igneous rock extruded by the
volcano. The crown (top) of the landslide
is within a cinder cone (mapping by
Carmo et al., 2015). A unit of igneous
rock, formed as a flow, runs parallel with
the scar, and there are outflow deposits
(i.e. pyroclastic flow, pumice fall), an
active spring, and fault near its base. The
southern flanks of the Fogo volcano have
many springs fed by perched aquifers con-
fined by impervious geological layers (such
as ash fall; Cabral et al., 2015). These geo-
logical structures provide suitable conduits
and storage for groundwater, which may
have enhanced instability in the hillslope
and transformed it into a low cohesion
‘debris flow’, as defined by Varnes (1978).
Despite truncation or removal in some
areas, we found evidence for the landslide
in fourteen of our twenty-six trenches.
Micromorphology from Trench 4 con-
firmed the deposit to be coarse and poorly
sorted, with angular rhyolitic pitchstone
gravel up to 2 cm in diameter embedded in
a yellow-brown silt-loam (Supplementary
Material 1 and 2). The overall fabric of
the geomorphology sub-units (coded L2–
L5 on Figure 5) was isotropic, indicating
that clast orientation and dip were essen-
tially random and consistent with a land-
slide deposit (see Supplementary Material
2). Some inhabitants were evidently
outrun by the landslide, which implies
that it must have been travelling at >2–3
m per second at that location; Frutuoso
notes that ‘the earth ran like waves of the
sea’, highlighting a pulse-like behaviour in
which the deposit was laid down progres-
sively, i.e. the sub-units L2–L5 represent
subtle shifts in flow characteristic of a
single event.
At the periphery of the debris fan in
Hillside Exposure 27, the base of the
landslide was scoured and mixed with the
underlying Furnas C ash, indicating tur-
bulence and pulses with higher water
content. An erosional contact here is con-
sistent with saturated flow, possibly
involving liquefaction of the remobilized
sediment. At its centre, on the other hand,
the landslide deposit was thick with a con-
sistent structure, vertically less heteroge-
neous with a near-horizontal erosional
contact with the palaeosol. In Trench 4,
this boundary was sharp but undulating
(Supplementary Material 1 and 2;
Figure 5) and the uppermost layer of vege-
tation, roots, and root channels had been
scoured away. Gravel and pitchstone frag-
ments of any size were completely absent
from the original soil, but the uppermost
3 cm of sealed soil was perforated by
numerous pitchstone gravel pieces from
the landslide deposit, which had been
pressed down into it when the surface was
disturbed.
These physical characteristics have a
crucial bearing on the interpretation of the
archaeology. The horizontal erosional
contact between the landslide and the
palaeosol confirms that contexts pre-
dating 1522 were sometimes removed by
the landslide and transported downslope.
There is no ‘intact’ settlement waiting to
be discovered beneath the main body of
the landslide, as previous scholars have
asserted (e.g. Ferreira, 1929).
Nevertheless, pre-1522 deposits do
survive well in some areas, for example
outside the main path of the landslide in
Trench 18 where the debris flow was only
7 cm thick. As Frutuoso explains, some
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houses survived ‘because the land was tired
and not so furious’, presumably where the
landslide was running out of energy. More
surprisingly, there are also islands of good
preservation directly beneath the main
body of the landslide. Contexts 26013 and
26016 in Trench 26 are best described as
a ‘carpet’ of material including animal
bones, fish bones and scales, charcoal, roof
tiles, and nails, alongside quantities of
vessel glass, dress accessories, and coins
(Figure 7), and an overall density of
pottery fragments in context 26016 in
excess of 5500 sherds per m3
(Supplementary Material 3, Table S1).
This trench alone produced 111 fragments
of vessel glass (from a minimum of six dif-
ferent vessels), including thin vessel walls
(1–2 mm thick) and thicker goblet stems.
A single beaker in context 26016 had
broken into twenty-two sherds, confirming
that the fragments had not moved far.
Conjoining sherds of the same pottery
vessel, or sherd links, within and between
several contexts, confirm that these sedi-
ments were laid down in quick succession
(Figure 8). Although there were no intact
vessels, the pottery sherds are large and
unabraded, indicating little movement.
These contexts may have been sheltered
by partially standing buildings and fallen
debris after the earthquake, perhaps by the
nearby church of São Miguel Arcanjo.
Debris flows lay down material by
thrusting forward and pushing aside previ-
ously deposited debris, such as the flat-
tened wall seen in Trench 26, but also by
progressive vertical accretion (Major,
1997). This ‘bulldozing’ effect of the first
significant debris flow explains, firstly, the
general paucity of archaeological artefacts
within the landslide itself (Supplementary
Material 3, Table S2) and, secondly, the
changing character of the landslide deposit
at its ‘toe’ where it reached the water’s
edge. In Figure 6, the waterfront deposits
in Trench 25 are related to the main body
of the landslide uphill to the north, and
Figure 7. Trench 26, destruction layer 26016 under excavation. Note the density of finds. Later inter-
ventions have cut the remaining stratigraphy. Photograph reproduced by permission of Paolo
Forlin.
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strongly suggests that an accumulation of
cultural material was propelled downhill
and on top of the bleached pumice
(context 25019) where it shelved down
into the sea. Contexts 25027, 25028, and
25030 in particular are more humic, semi-
compacted with abundant charcoal, and
generally darker and richer in colour, with
a notable density of artefacts including
eight pre-1522 coins and eighteen dress
pins, as well as abundant fish and animal
bones. These contexts form a coherent
packet of banded and steeply inclined
layers that accumulated towards the front
of the landslide when it hit the water.
Logically, it was here that treasure hunters
found the easiest pickings. ‘At night’, says
Frutuoso (1998: Chapter 70), ‘many
Figure 8. Trench 26, reconstructed section with sherd links between excavated contexts. Figure by
Alejandra Gutiérrez.
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lanterns and lamps burned along the sea-
shore from Vila Franca to Agua de Alto’.
These were not the souls of those who
had died or the ‘Faithful of God’ who
walked there, as some believed, but beach-
combers looking for objects washed out by
the sea. Any finds of valuables or clothing
were shared out between the rescuers, but
looters were clearly a concern: valuable
finds were ordered to be centrally
deposited.
RELIEF OPERATIONS
The rescue work was coordinated by the
lord-proprietor, Captain Rui Gonçalves da
Câmara, whose family held the donation
charter on the island. The rescuers, com-
posed of relatives and acquaintances from
all over the island, dug to remove the
bodies: dogs ‘howled, feeling the men who
cried under the earth’ (Frutuoso, 1998:
Chapter 70). In all, the captain’s diggings
lasted more than a year. In several areas
the landslide deposit was found to have
been removed altogether (e.g. in Trenches
1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, although it was in situ in
Trenches 4 and 7) and the volume of
residual sixteenth-century material in con-
texts of a later date is striking, reaching
fifteen per cent in Trench 22. This may
be due in part to rescuers digging down
through the landslide layers. Perhaps
reflecting the thoroughness of the search,
a single human tooth from Trench 25 is
the only evidence of human remains found
during excavation.
The high mortality rate at Vila Franca
was caused in part by the delay between
the earthquake and the arrival of the land-
slide. For Frutuoso ‘it seemed clear that
with the tremor they fled from it [i.e. the
earthquake] and the earth [i.e. the land-
slide] caught them while fleeing and
engulfed them’. Many casualties were dis-
covered fully clothed, suggesting that the
earthquake must have awakened some
inhabitants and given them time to dress.
Then, as families began to make their way
towards the church of São Miguel Arcanjo
in the darkness, they unwittingly stepped
straight into the path of the oncoming
landslide. Others did not wake at all and
were ‘taken by the earth that ran’. Given
the remote island geography, no outside
assistance was possible in the form of add-
itional help, foodstuffs, or medical provi-
sions: some victims could not be reached
quickly enough by rescue teams.
REHABILITATION AND RECONSTRUCTION
The immediate priority was the ecclesias-
tical infrastructure. Concerted efforts were
made to recover the ‘Holy Host’, the conse-
crated bread and wine which represents the
body and blood of Christ. This would have
been kept in a tabernacle, a locked cabinet
at the high altar of the fallen church of São
Miguel Arcanjo. The sacrament was
required for the administration of the last
rites for the injured and dying, but spiritu-
ally the Holy Host was also the most
important body trapped under the rubble,
not least because of its association with the
Resurrection of Christ (Forlin, 2020).
When it could not be found, some recalled
seeing a great light and, hearing the sound
of bells, believed that the sacrament had
been removed to safety by angels, possibly
to the nearby church of Água de Pau.
There was no rush to rebuild on the
footprint of the landslide. Much of the
area worst affected remained open land
until the late eighteenth century, and even
then, only single-storey housing was con-
structed (Harding Read, 1806). Instead,
the chapel of Nossa Senhora do Rosário
was hastily erected at a safe distance to the
west and, by royal decree, construction
began on a new town as early as 1
February 1524. Encouraged by royal
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privileges and freedoms, by the 1580s
there was already a thriving settlement
there with 1931 souls for confession
(Patricio, 2006; SIPA, 2012). The new
parish church built between 1534 and
1561 possibly inherited its layout and
building materials from the destroyed site
of São Miguel Arcanjo, as well as its dedi-
cation (de Medeiros, 2000: 95). The
massive new plinth foundation would have
helped prevent lateral spread beneath the
building and loss of bearing strength when
the 1630 earthquake struck. Meanwhile,
Nossa Senhora do Rosário had been con-
verted into a Franciscan friary in 1525 (see
Figure 3 for location) with financial aid
from King João III ‘the Colonizer’, and the
site of the former church of São Miguel
Arcanjo was commemorated in 1533 by
the construction of a new nunnery of the
Order of St Clare, the Convento de Santo
André. This duplication of the ecclesiastical
infrastructure in the reconstructed urban
area served as an effective reminder of the
pre-1522 townscape.
In Trench 18, part of a post-1522 black-
smith’s workshop was identified, suffi-
ciently remote from the heart of the new
town so as not to constitute a fire hazard
(Figure 9). Excavated features cut into the
compacted surface of the landslide included
a wall (context 18040), shallow pits or
quenching troughs (18050 and 18051),
postholes (18029) for a canopy and perhaps
bellows, and the bowl of a smithying
furnace (18041), which was filled with
charcoal and hammerscale. Charcoal
roundwood from the bowl furnace provided
a radiocarbon date of 1525–1800 cal AD at
68.2% probability (SUERC 84652, 257 ±
34 BP) (whole range following Millard,
2014). There was no evidence for smelting,
and the workshop probably used imported
iron bars (bloom) to make nails, horse-
shoes, and other standard products that
would have been needed during the recon-
struction process.
DISCUSSION
Flat coastal land was attractive to settle-
ment on a small colonial island where there
was a premium on marine communication
and trade. In October 1522, unconsolidated
Figure 9. Trench 18. a) A partially preserved
post-1522 smithy with bowl hearth and possible
quenching troughs. The uppermost layer of the
landslide was truncated to become the floor
surface. b) The smithy area was later cut by two
rubbish pits. c) Two buildings were then erected,
one with a stone corner buttress. Figure by
Alejandra Gutiérrez.
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volcanic deposits, local topography, and
the clustering of urban housing close to
the Ribeira da Mãe de Água combined to
leave the unwitting inhabitants of Vila
Franca especially vulnerable and gave little
warning when the earthquake struck, espe-
cially given the hour of the day. The clear-
ance of trees and the cultivation of land
around a town in the early stages of colon-
ization may itself have promoted surface
flow (Connor et al., 2012; Rull et al.,
2017). It was the combination of these
factors which transformed a tectonic
hazard into a disaster.
For Frutuoso (1998: Chapter 70) the
cause of the landslide was divine: ‘People
lived in a wealthy style without morality’,
and ‘this is why the wrath of God struck
Vila Franca’, he writes. Religious belief
certainly informed many aspects of the
rescue operation, from the pursuit of the
Holy Host to the persistent searching for
the dead. This is also true of other seis-
mically-affected sites (Forlin, 2020). Later,
when the buried townscape came to be
replaced by a new town, the marking out
of the ecclesiastical infrastructure within
the post-1522 urban fabric again became a
priority. By that time, post-disaster new
towns were not, in themselves, a novel
solution but it was clearly a priority to
encourage permanent settlement here in
the context of the Portuguese expansion in
the Atlantic.
What efforts were made to learn from
the 1522 experience? Again, religion
framed the response. First, the new
Convento de Santo André established an
important landmark where the church of
São Miguel Arcanjo had once stood.
Second, although the new church of São
Miguel Arcanjo may have incorporated
salvaged materials from its predecessor,
the church at neighbouring Água de Pau,
with its commemorative plaque and
display of worked stones from its ruined
church, provided a visible reminder.
Third, local collective memory was
strengthened through litany and practice.
At the newly constructed chapel of Nossa
Senhora do Rosário, the local priest
encouraged survivors to confess and ask
God for mercy, pleading for the interces-
sion of the Virgin Mary. Marian shrines,
such as this one, were often the subject of
devotion following natural disasters, espe-
cially after earthquakes (Forlin & Gerrard,
2017). Thereafter, a procession of people
would visit the hermitage of Santa
Catarina (building that survived the earth-
quake) every Wednesday, the day of the
earthquake, to recite Mass. At first a con-
fraternity of local people established in
memory of the event also visited the
chapel every Wednesday at night or at
dawn, but by the 1580s a commemorative
Mass was held every year on 22 October
throughout the island.
Although an eighteenth-century build-
ing uncovered in Trench 18 was found to
be reinforced with a stone buttress
(Figure 9c) and the new church was struc-
turally underpinned by a plinth, the 1522
disaster did not generally inspire more
seismically-resistant building techniques
such as iron ties or timber cages
(D’Antonio, 2013: 91–172). Nevertheless,
no housing was constructed on top of the
landslide for the next 300–350 years and
the area worst affected remained outside
the new urban area. This, at least, is a
tacit acknowledgement of the risk of
reoccurrence; at first the landslide deposit
was probably still active, and every time it
rained there may have been localized
flooding and sediment-laden flows.
Overall, the immediate response to the
events of October 1522 speaks of social
connectivity and positive cultural inter-
action. Rescue attempts were neither
poorly resourced nor out of step with reac-
tions to disasters on the European main-
land, which were similarly constrained.
Although the Azores were geographically
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isolated, the people who lived there were
well travelled and securely linked econom-
ically with a wider world, as the objects in
their homes testify. Perhaps a sense of cul-
tural identity and self was engendered by
their island location. Only in the nine-
teenth century did dense urbanization
encroach on the landslide deposit, expos-
ing it once again to seismic activity.
The Azores continue to be subject to
significant seismic hazard: for example,
Carvalho et al. (2001) estimated that the
seismic hazard (with a ten per cent prob-
ability of exceedance in fifty years) for the
Vila Franca do Campo area has a peak
ground acceleration of 225–250 cm per
second, which is a significant level of
hazard. A repeat of the 1522 earthquake
today would still cause substantial struc-
tural damage and trigger numerous land-
slides, something that is not always fully
recognized (Martins et al., 2012). Table 1
provides data on the ten earthquakes with
the highest known number of landslide
fatalities, prior to this study (Nowicki
Jessee et al., 2018). The 1522 Vila Franca
do Campo earthquake and landslide should
now appear in this list and would be the
oldest recorded event there. That two
events in this list have occurred since 2000
demonstrates that vulnerability to seismic-
ally-induced landslides remains high.
The location of the modern town at the
foot of steep slopes and in the vicinity of
channels with a known history of large
landslides renders it vulnerable to a repeat
of the 1522 event. The town has no
meaningful defence. Such is the power of
large seismically-induced landslides that
modern buildings offer little more protec-
tion than did the buildings of 1522,
though they are more resistant to earth-
quake shaking. Levels of destruction
would be high and survival rates for those
buried in landslides are low unless the
victim is protected by a structure with a
void beneath, such as a partially collapsed
house. Fortunately, rescue and recovery
operations are now more effective—
although they can be chaotic in the imme-
diate aftermath of a large earthquake—and
injured victims have a far higher chance of
survival. While the fatality rate from a
repeat of the 1522 co-seismic landslide
would be lower, it would probably be
substantial.
Perhaps surprisingly, the literature on the
impact of large landslides on the fabric of
urban areas is limited. This has hindered
recovery and rescue operations as it has
Table 1. The ten earthquakes with the highest number of known co-seismic landslide fatalities (based
on data in. Mw: moment magnitude (Compiled by Dave Petley from data from Nowicki Jessee
et al., 2018).
Event Date Moment magnitude Fatalities
Kansu, China 16 December 1920 8.3 120,000
Ancash (Chimbote), Peru 31 May 1970 7.9 43,500
Kashmir, Pakistan 08 October 2005 7.6 26,500
Wenchuan, China 12 May 2008 7.9 20,000
Khait, Tajikistan (then USSR) 13 April 1949 7.5 7200
Irian Jaya (now Western New Guinea) 25 June 1976 7.1 5520
Karatag, Tajikistan 21 October 1907 7.4 4900
Veracruz, Mexico 03 January 1920 7.8 1500
Assam, India 15 August 1950 8.6 1450
Hindu Kush, Afghanistan 30 May 1998 6.6 1350
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proven difficult to know where to search
for victims engulfed in a landslide. This is
the first case in which a large urban land-
slide has been studied using multi-discip-
linary techniques and it provides a useful
contribution, demonstrating that, for a
high-mobility landslide, unshielded struc-
tures and their contents tend to be bull-
dozed by the landslide and transported to
the toe or, in some cases, the lateral
margins of the slide. Where a structure is
shielded by a larger building or the topog-
raphy, victims and structures are often
buried in situ.
CONCLUSION
The archaeology of the Vila Franca earth-
quake and landslide in 1522 presents
unusual interpretative challenges.
Although the prospect of extensive, sealed
deposits proved illusory and the body of
the landslide itself contained unexpectedly
little cultural material, a great range and
density of objects were recovered where
suitable contexts had survived—a signature
feature of the archaeology of rapid-onset
disasters. Of particular methodological
interest was the large quantity of material
incorporated into the ‘toe’ of the landslide,
where cultural layers had been pushed
downslope. These near in situ assemblages
are arguably more representative of daily
life than more typical archaeological con-
texts in which artefacts and ecofacts have
been selectively discarded in middens and
pits. They represent ‘a moment in time’
and offer invaluable clues to life at an early
date in the economic and social develop-
ment of the islands.
At first glance, the obvious comparison
for the case study presented here might be
the Great Lisbon earthquake and tsunami
of 1755. That event sparked vehement
debate about the divine character of
destructive ‘natural’ phenomena, beliefs
which had themselves been formative to
the response in Vila Franca 200 years
earlier. There is an important difference,
however. In Vila Franca, the greatest
hazard that October night was the land-
slide not the earthquake tremors them-
selves; and, here, we hope to have
provided new insight into how similar dis-
asters in the future might affect buildings,
and where victims might be recovered.
Secondary hazards, especially landslides,
are hugely neglected in the consideration
of future earthquake events, despite the
high toll that they frequently inflict.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
To view supplementary material for this
article, please visit https://doi.org/10.
1017/eaa.2021.4.
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Archéologie d’un glissement de terrain: le tremblement de terre de 1522 dans les
Azores et ses conséquences catastrophiques
Les recherches multidisciplinaires décrites dans cet article démontrent comment l’archéologie est capable
de reconstruire des épisodes sismiques anciens et de mettre en lumière les opérations de secours, de
réhabilitation et de reconstruction qui les ont suivies. En Octobre 1522, un séisme majeur et un glisse-
ment de terrain important frappèrent ce qui était la capitale des Azores, Vila Franca do Campo, à
1500 km du continent européen. Les dégâts furent considérables : la destruction toucha certains monu-
ments clés, une grande partie de la zone habitée, et n’épargna que peu de survivants parmi les colons.
Les résultats obtenus dans vingt-six tranchées archéologiques, ainsi que les analyses géologiques et
géoarchéologiques et l’étude des sources écrites de l’époque révèlent des épisodes de déposition spécifiques
qui sont interprétés ici sur la base de la densité des objets découverts, de leur fréquence ou rareté et sur
les données relatives à l’érosion à l’interface entre le glissement de terrain et le paléosol d’avant 1522.
Translation by Madeleine Hummler
Mots-clés: Azores, tremblement de terre, glissement de terrain, catastrophe naturelle,
géoarchéologie, archéo-sismologie
Ein Erdrutsch archäologisch aufgenommen: das Erdbeben von 1522 auf den Azoren
und seine katastrophalen Folgen
Die multidisziplinären Untersuchungen, die hier beschrieben werden, zeigen, dass die Archäologie in
der Lage ist, seismische Ereignisse in der Vergangenheit herauszuarbeiten und die darauffolgenden
Hilfsmaßnahmen, Sanierung und Wiederaufbau nachzuweisen. Ein schweres Erdbeben und Erdrutsch
erschütterten im Oktober 1522 die damalige Hauptstadt der Azoren, Vila Franca do Campo, 1500 km
westlich vom europäischen Festland. Der umfangreiche Schaden zerstörte wichtige Denkmäler, vernich-
tete einen wesentlichen Teil der bewohnten Ortschaft und ersparte wenige Einwohner unter den
Kolonisten. Die Ergebnisse von sechsundzwanzig archäologischen Schnittgrabungen, geologischen und
geoarchäologischen Analysen und Untersuchungen der damaligen schriftlichen Quellen weisen auf bes-
timmte archäologische Ablagerungen hin. Um die Ereignisse so genau wie möglich zu rekonstruieren,
werden die Verbreitung der Artefakten und dessen Dichte oder Seltenheit interpretiert und die
Erosionsflächen zwischen dem Erdrutsch und dem ursprünglichen (vor 1522) Boden untersucht.
Translation by Madeleine Hummler
Stichworte: Azoren, Erdbeben, Erdrutsch, Naturgefahren, Geoarchäologie, Archäo-Seismologie
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